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QUANTUM MECHANICS

An electronic quantum eraser
E. Weisz,* H. K. Choi,* I. Sivan, M. Heiblum,† Y. Gefen, D. Mahalu, V. Umansky

The quantum eraser is a device that illustrates the quantum principle of complementarity
and shows how a dephased system can regain its lost quantum behavior by erasing the
“which-path” information already obtained about it. Thus far, quantum erasers were
constructed predominantly in optical systems. Here, we present a realization of a quantum
eraser in a mesoscopic electronic device. The use of interacting electrons, instead of
noninteracting photons, allows control over the extracted information and a smooth
variation of the degree of quantum erasure. The demonstrated system can serve as a first
step toward a variety of more complex setups.

C
omplementarity in quantummeasurements
is a core concept of quantummechanics (1),
closely related to Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle, although the exact relation be-
tween the two remains a source of debate

(2–8). An example of complementarity is the
double-slit interference experiment: If wemea-
sure a particle’s position, themeasurement will
quench its wavelike nature; vice versa, observing
the wave behavior via interference implies lack
of knowledge of the particle’s path. A canonical
system for exploring complementarity is the
quantum eraser, predominantly studied in pho-
tonic systems (9–16). A quantum eraser is an in-
terference experiment consisting of two stages.
First, one of the interfering paths is coupled to a
“which-path” detector, resulting in loss of inter-
ference due to acquisition of which-path in-
formation. Second, the which-path information
is being “erased” by projecting the detector’s
wave function on an adequately chosen basis;
this renders the which-path information inac-
cessible, which allows reconstruction of the in-
terference pattern.
Here, we present an implementation of a quan-

tum eraser in an electronic system. Our system
consists of two identical electronicMach-Zehnder

interferometers (MZIs) (17) entangled via Cou-
lomb interactions. Initially proposed by Kang
(18) and studied theoretically in (19, 20), this
setup consists of two MZI: one serving as a path
detector and the other as the system interferom-
eter, where the visibility of the Aharonov-Bohm
(AB) oscillation in the system can be controlled
by the detector (21–23).
An electronic MZI is formed by manipulating

quasi–one-dimensional, chiral edge channels,
which are formed in the integer quantum Hall
effect regime (17). Potential barriers, formed by
quantum point contacts (QPCs), take the role
of optical beam splitters, transmitting and re-
flecting impinging electrons with amplitudes ti
and ri , respectively, where jtij2 þ jrij2 ¼ 1 and
ti; ri ∈ R. Two such coupled MZIs are shown in
Fig. 1, where the coupling is mediated by the
lower path of the system and the upper path of
the detector, referred to as interacting paths
(shaded area in Fig. 1A).
Starting with the system, an electron injected

from source S1 arrives at SQPC1 and is put into a
superposition of being reflected into the inter-
acting path and transmitted into the noninter-
acting path, namely, jS〉 ¼ r1j↑〉S þ t1j↓〉S , with j↑〉S
and j↓〉S standing for the interacting and non-
interacting paths of the system, respectively. The
paths recombine and interfere at SQPC2, with
the electron’s probability of reaching the drain D2
being PðD2Þ ¼ jr1r2eifS − t1t2j2 ¼ T0 − T1cosðfSÞ,
where T0 ≡ jt1t2j2 þ jr1r2j2;T1 ≡ 2t1t2r1r2, fS ¼

2pAB=F0 is the AB phase (24), F0 ¼ h=e is the
magnetic flux quantum, A the area enclosed by
the two paths, and B the magnetic field. The
visibility of the interfering pattern at D2 is de-
fined as vD2 ≡ max½PðD2Þ� − min½PðD2Þ�

max½PðD2Þ� þ min½PðD2Þ� ¼ T1
T0
. Through-

out our experiments, all the QPCs were tuned to
have equal transmission and reflection ampli-
tudes, jrij2 ¼ jtij2 ¼ 1

2
; i ¼ 1…4.
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Fig. 1. Schematics andmicrograph of the device
under study. (A) The electronic quantum eraser
consists of two identical electronic Mach-Zehnder
interferometers (MZIs) entangled via Coulomb inter-
actions. Quantum point contacts (QPCs) serve as
beam splitters (full lines represent full beams, and
dashed lines partitioned beams). (B) A scanning
electron microscope micrograph of the fabricated
structure, which was realized in a GaAs-AlGaAs
heterostructure harboring a high-mobility two-
dimensional electron gas.The edge channels were
manipulated by biasing surface gates (bright gray)
and surface etching. Ohmic contacts serve as
sources (S1, S3) and drains (D2, D4), which allow
electric access to the electron gas lying under-
neath the surface. The nanostructures were de-
fined using electron-beam lithography.
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The Coulomb interaction between two elec-
trons passing simultaneously in the interacting
paths causes a slight mutual repulsion, which
affects their trajectories and reduces the AB
area in each MZI by dAg, which therefore adds a
phase shift g ¼ dAgB=F0 (25). The closer the in-
teracting edges, the larger the phase shift. The
states of the detector are j0〉D ¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p ðeifD j↑〉D þ

j↓〉DÞ, if the system’s electron passes through the
noninteracting path, and jg〉D ¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p ðeiðfDþgÞj↑〉D þ

j↓〉DÞ, if it passes through the interacting path.
The system-detector complex is thus in an en-
tangled state jY〉 ¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p ðj↓〉Sj0〉D þ eifS j↑〉S jg〉DÞ,

where the detector’s state provides which-path
information about the system. Consequently, the
system is dephased, as is evident from its transmis-
sion probability PðD2Þ ¼ 1

2 − 1

2 ReðeifS 〈0jg〉DÞ ¼1

2 − 1

4½cosðfSÞ þ cosðfS þ gÞ�. This can be under-
stood as the average of two interference pat-
terns of the system: one with the unperturbed
AB phase and one with the added interaction
phase g (Fig. 2, inset). An equivalent view (26)
stems from the realization that the detector’s
interacting path carries shot noise (because
of the current partitioning by DQPC1), which
leads to an at least partial dephasing of the
system.
The visibility of the system, an indicator of its

coherence, is determined by the overlap of the
detector states, 〈0jg〉D: vD2 ¼ j〈0jg〉Dj ¼ cosðg=2Þ.
In reality, the visibility of the system, without
the presence of a detector, is limited because of
uncontrolled dephasing from the external en-
vironment. Thus, the measured visibility of the
system is

vD2 ¼ xcosðg=2Þ ð1Þ

where 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
The detector states’ distinguishability (D), its

efficacy in acquiring thewhich-path information,
is complementary to the system’s interference
visibility, namely, D2 þ v 2

D2 ¼ 1 (27–29), hence
D ¼ sinðg=2Þin the ideal case x ¼ 1; in other
words, having the particle’s which-path informa-
tion, encoded in the detector’s phase, comes at
the expense of observing the particle’s wavelike
nature.
One can define the knowledge (K), the which-

path information measured in our detector at
drain D4, as

KðfDÞ ≡ jPðD4j↑SÞ − PðD4j↓SÞj

¼ jD sinðfD þ g
2
Þj, ð2Þ

namely, the difference in the detector’s output
currents, for a certain AB phase fD, when the
system’s electron takes either of the possible
paths. Whereas the distinguishability D indi-
cates the which-path information encoded in
the detector state, the knowledge K indicates
how much of it is actually accessible. Naturally,
the knowledge is bound by the distinguishabil-
ity, K ≤ D. The knowledge K can be continuously
tuned by altering the detector’s AB phase fD

between gaining full which-path information
(K = D) and fully erasing it (K = 0).
Erasing the which-path information to allow

recovery of the electron’s wavelike nature can
be accomplished by postselecting readings of
the system’s output according to the detector’s
reading. Experimentally, we measure the corre-
lation between the current fluctuations in drains
D2 (system) and D4 (detector) (19, 20, 23, 30),
which is proportional to the reduced joint-
probability for simultaneously detecting elec-
trons at the two drains

PðdD2� dD4Þ ¼

1

4
cos fS þ

g
2

� �
cos fD þ g

2

� �
sin2 g

2

� �
ð3Þ

Note that the joint probability P(dD2 × dD4) is
symmetric with regard to system and detector,
which stresses the arbitrariness of their label-
ing. The expected visibility of the AB oscilla-
tion in the reduced joint probability is vD2D4 ¼
sin g

2

� �
cos fD þ g

2

� �
, which also obeys a comple-

mentarity relation with the which-path knowl-
edge: v 2

D2D4 þ K2 ¼ D2 (18).
We realized the system-detector complex in

a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) em-
bedded in a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure. A
quantizing magnetic field (B = 4.4 T) put the
2DEG in the second filling factor of the quan-
tum Hall effect, with a base temperature of 12 mK
and an electron temperature of ~30 mK. Only
the outer chiral edge channels (the lowest spin
split Landau level) participated in the inter-
ference and the interaction, whereas the inner
edge channels were fully reflected at QPC0,
which precede QPC1 of both MZIs and, thus,
played no active role. The outer edge channel,
emanating from source contact S1 (S3), was
split at SQPC1 (DQPC1) into two paths that sub-

sequently interfered at SQPC2 (DQPC2). The
AB phase is controlled by changing the area
enclosed between the interfering paths via the
system’smodulation gate SMG (detector’s DMG).
The second filling factor was chosen because
the devices were more stable and the visibility
of the AB oscillation was reasonably high under
these conditions; however, the two interacting
paths were partly screened by the adjacent
unbiased inner channels, which weakened the
mutual interaction. The system’s output current
〈ID2〉 ð〈ID4〉Þ, measured in drain contact D2 (D4),
was proportional to the phase-dependent trans-
mission probability P(D2) [P(D4)]. For half trans-
mission of QPC1 and QPC2, jt1j2 ¼ jt2j2 ¼ 1

2
, the

visibility reached x ¼ 0:66 in each MZI. Interac-
tion between system and detector via the inter-
acting paths, counterpropagating along 6 mm
and separated by less than 2 mm, was controlled
by surface gates, while avoiding tunneling be-
tween the interacting paths.
Under these conditions, the system’s differ-

ential visibility vD2 was measured as a function
of the detector’s source current IS3 (Fig. 2). The
visibility vD2 decreased by some 15% when

Fig. 2. Dephasing of the system by entangle-
ment with the detector. The system visibility is
reduced as the detector current is increased (dots).
Red solid line: fit to Eq. 1 yielding x ¼ 0:66 and
g ¼ p=6 at IS3 = 1 nA. (Inset) Schematic repre-
sentation of the AB-dependent current at D2,
shown separately for electrons that did (dashed
black line) and did not (solid black line) receive a
“g shift.” The average of the two (red line) has
AB oscillations with the same periodicity but
reduced amplitude (partial dephasing).

Fig. 3. AB dependence of the autocorrelation
in the system. (A) The system’s autocorrelation
was measured while letting the magnetic field
decay slowly (DB) and varying the system’s area
with the modulation gate (SMG) faster. (B) The
average autocorrelation signal oscillates at half
the periodicity of the AB oscillation in conduct-
ance, as seen in (C) discrete Fourier transforms
of the AB oscillations in conductance (dashed
line, 0.2 mV−1) and in autocorrelation (full line,
0.4 mV−1). (Inset) AB oscillations in conductance.
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increasing the input current to 1 nA. This can
be understood in two ways: (i) With the increased
current, more electrons pass at any time through
the interacting path of the detector, which in-
creases the total phase shift a system electron
undergoes and consequently the acquired which-
path information, and (ii) in terms of interaction,
potential fluctuations in the detector’s interacting
path increase with current, which leads to stron-
ger dephasing of the system. If one assumes a
linear dependence of g on IS3 , the data fit theory
with g ≈ p=6 at IS3 = 1 nA (Fig. 2, red line). Al-
though dephasing due to power dissipation
could also take place, it would not affect our
main results; thermally induced dephasing is
irreversible and, as such, cannot contribute to
phase recovery by quantum erasure. Moreover,
the consistence between the above value for g
and that obtained from the cross-correlation
data (see below) suggests that dephasing due
to power dissipation is minor. Also, note that
the transmission of DQPC2 was varied and was
found to have no effect on the dephasing of the
system.
After quantifying the strength of interaction,

equal source currents IS = 0.5 nA were fed into
both MZIs. The interacting paths were set to
obtain maximal interaction, void of interchannel
tunneling. Three zero-frequency correlation sig-
nals were measured simultaneously: (i and ii)
autocorrelation of each drain current, 〈dI 2

D2 〉 and
〈dI 2

D4 〉, and (iii) cross-correlation of the two drain
currents 〈dID2dID4〉. All three weremeasured as a
function of SMG, which affected the system’s
phase fS, and the decaying magnetic field, which
affected both fS and fD.
The autocorrelation of each interferometer

is proportional to its shot noise. In the case of
the system

〈dI 2
D2 〉 º SMZI ¼ 2eIS1PðD2Þ½1 − PðD2Þ�

¼ 1

4
eIS1½1 − cosð2fSÞ� ð4Þ

where P(D2) is the average transmission of the
system. The shot noise oscillated at half the pe-
riodicity of the conductance (Fig. 3, B and C). The
color plot in Fig. 3A was obtained by letting the
magnetic field decay slowly while the voltage of
SMG was scanned faster. Note that the magnitude
of the shot noise in each MZI was considerably
larger than predicted by Eq. 4, a phenomenon
that was previously observed (23). Although this
phenomenon remains unexplained, it could re-
sult from unobservable high-frequency charge
fluctuations, which cause fluctuations in the AB
phase that lower the visibility right from the start,
as they are down-converted to the measured fre-
quency by the partitioning of QPC2.
Ourmain result lies in theABdependence of the

zero-frequency cross-correlation between current
fluctuations in D2 and D4, 〈dID2dID4〉 (Fig. 4A).
The cross-correlation signal,merely 4× 10−30 A2/Hz,
was extracted by a digital band-pass filter and
compensated for the unavoidable magnetic field
dependence of the system’s interference pattern.
It may be easier to understand the cross-

correlation color plot with two cuts at specific
magnetic fields (Fig. 4B): One cut at DB = 103 mT
(relative to B = 4.4 T), with rather strong oscil-
lations in the cross-correlation as a function of
VSMG, and another at DB = 140 mT, with reduced
cross-correlation oscillations. The AB oscillations
in the cross-correlation retrace qualitatively the
lost interference; the dependence of the cross-
correlation visibility on DB is plotted in Fig. 4C.
The amplitude of the “checkerboard” pat-

tern, observed in Fig. 4A, drops as g2 when the
interaction is reduced (Eq. 3, g << p). There-
fore, as the interacting edges were separated,
the distinctive checkerboard pattern vanished
altogether (fig. S1); future works should be able
to see the gradual quenching of the pattern as
the interacting edges are carefully brought
apart. This behavior is consistentwith the system-
detector’s mutual interaction acting as the dom-
inant source for the observed results.

In a more quantitative fashion, we compared
the visibility of the cross-correlation oscilla-
tion (a wavelike property) with the which-path
knowledge K (a particle-like property), which
is obtained by an approximation of Eq. 2: for
g << p;KðfDÞºjg dID4

dfD
j. Although being avail-

able from the AB conductance oscillation in
the detector, we obtained the above derivative
from the autocorrelation signal 〈dI 2

D4 〉, which
was measured simultaneously with the cross-
correlation signal. Plotting the cross-correlation
visibility (Fig. 4C) and the knowledge, K (Fig. 4D),
their anticorrelated dependence on DB is evi-
dent. The small shift between the two depend-
encies is attributed to the finite g, which we
estimate from the shift to be g ≈ p=12 for IS3 =
0.5 nA; this is consistent with the previously
found g ≈ p=6 for IS3 = 1 nA. The oscillations in
the cross-correlation visibility are larger than the
expected sin2ðg=2Þ ¼ 0:017 (Eq. 3), similar to the
excess noise in the autocorrelation. The anti-
correlation between the cross-correlation visibil-
ity and the which-path knowledge demonstrates
that erasing which-path information allows re-
covery of the system’s wavelike nature.
Two major differences between electrons and

photons, which are customarily used in this type
of experiments, are their exchange statistics and
strong coulomb interaction. The former allows a
highly controlled autocorrelation and noise-free
current, because of Pauli’s exclusion principle; the
latter makes the electrons vulnerable to dephas-
ing but, at the same time, allows control of the
entanglement strength and phase manipulation.
Our work can be expanded upon by realizing a
delayed choice (31) or a spin-entangled device
(32), or a three-electron–entangled (GHZ) state
(33). Moreover, the electronic quantum eraser
could be used to measure weak values (34) or the
Bell inequality (35) for the entangled electrons.
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NANOMAGNETISM

Nanoscale imaging and control of
domain-wall hopping with a
nitrogen-vacancy center microscope
J.-P. Tetienne,1,2 T. Hingant,1,2 J.-V. Kim,3 L. Herrera Diez,3 J.-P. Adam,3 K. Garcia,3

J.-F. Roch,1 S. Rohart,4 A. Thiaville,4 D. Ravelosona,3 V. Jacques1,2*

The control of domain walls in magnetic wires underpins an emerging class of
spintronic devices. Propagation of these walls in imperfect media requires defects that
pin them to be characterized on the nanoscale. Using a magnetic microscope based
on a single nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond, we report domain-wall imaging
on a 1-nanometer-thick ferromagnetic nanowire and directly observe Barkhausen
jumps between two pinning sites spaced 50 nanometers apart.We further demonstrate in
situ laser control of these jumps, which allows us to drag the domain wall along
the wire and map the pinning landscape. Our work demonstrates the potential of
NV microscopy to study magnetic nano-objects in complex media, whereas controlling
domain walls with laser light may find an application in spintronic devices.

M
agnetic domain walls (DWs) represent
nanoscale objects that form the corner-
stone of a number of emerging spin-
tronic applications, such as the racetrack
memory (1), the magnetic random ac-

cess memory (2), or the magnetic memristor
(3). In such schemes, precise control of the
positioning and motion of a single DW or a
sequence of DWs along a track is paramount
for their operation (4). However, in materials
important for technology, such as ultrathin
films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
(5), defects can result in considerable pinning
that impedes wall propagation. This pinning
effect has two important consequences. First, it
introduces a stochastic component into the

wall dynamics, whereby thermally driven pro-
cesses involving hopping over energy bar-
riers, or Barkhausen jumps, become important.
Second, these processes can involve deforma-
tions in the DW profile itself, resulting in more
complex two-dimensional (2D) dynamics such
as creep in the low-velocity regime (6, 7). It is
therefore an important challenge to quantify
these aspects experimentally for realistic sample
geometries.
The capacity to directly image DWs in nano-

structures would provide valuable insight into
how the structure of a DW deforms as it navi-
gates through a complex energy landscape shaped
by a random network of material defects. How-
ever, experimental techniques that allow this
for practical spintronic devices with the requi-
site nanoscale spatial resolution are scarce.
Techniques based on x-ray (8) or electron (9)
microscopy, for example, suffer from a lack of
signal because of the small interaction volumes
in nanometer-thick films, whereas magnetic
force microscopy is usually not suitable because
DWs in ultrathin films are highly sensitive to
magnetic perturbations. Other techniques, such

as spin-polarized scanning tunneling micros-
copy (10) and spin-polarized low-energy elec-
tron microscopy (11), can provide sufficient
resolution to image wall structures but are lim-
ited to model systems.
Over the past few years, scanning nitrogen-

vacancy (NV) center microscopy has emerged as
a powerful magnetic imaging technique that
provides quantitative measurements of the stray
magnetic field emanating from a micromagnetic
structure (12–16). This method is highly sensitive
(17), produces no detectablemagnetic backaction
on the sample, and allows for a spatial resolution
ultimately limited by the atomic size of the probe.
This technique recently enabled stray-field imag-
ing of a single electron spin (18) and of the vortex
core in amagnetic microdot (19, 20). Here, we use
scanning NV center microscopy to image, study,
and control DWs in perpendicularly magnetized
ultrathin wires.
The scanning NV center microscope em-

ploys the electronic spin of a single NV defect
hosted in a diamond nanocrystal, which is at-
tached to the tip of an atomic force micro-
scope (21) and used as a magnetic field sensor
(Fig. 1A). The magnetic field is evaluated within
an atomic-size detection volume by encoding
Zeeman shifts of the electron spin sublevels
onto the spin-dependent photoluminescence
(PL) intensity of the NV defect (16). To this end,
a laser beam at the wavelength l = 532 nm is
tightly focused onto the NV defect with a high–
numerical aperture microscope objective, where-
as a radiofrequency source allows for manipula-
tion of its electron spin state. The spin-dependent
red PL intensity of the NV defect is collected by
the same objective and forms the magnetometer
signal, which gives information about the pro-
jection |BNV| of the local magnetic field along
the NV center’s quantization axis uNV (Fig. 1A)
(19, 22).
We studied a 1.5-mm-wide Ta/CoFeB(1 nm)/

MgO wire that exhibits perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (Fig. 1B). After preparingwell-isolated
DWs by applying short magnetic field pulses (22),
the stray magnetic field was measured while op-
erating the scanning NV center microscope in the
“dual iso-B” imaging mode, which provides two
different iso–magnetic field (iso-B) contours (19, 21).
Figure 1C shows a typical magnetic field map
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